Welcome to the course on the Bank Statement Processing setup.
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In this topic, we install the Bank Statement Processing. We also configure the initial settings for the Bank
Statement Processing.
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To activate Bank Statement Processing, choose the menu path: Administration System Initialization
Company Details Basic Initialization tab, and select Install Bank Statement Processing. You can
do this at any time.
But note that after activating this option, the checkbox is disabled and cannot be deselected.
Also note that once you install the BSP tool, the Cash and Bank program in the Payment Engine add-on is
no longer available.
As a result of the BSP installation, new windows and new fields in existing windows are added to the
application.
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When working with bank statement processing, we use the Bank Statement Details window to record
the bank statement as received from the bank.
To work properly with this form, we must define the correct system settings. Each setting will
determine the data available in this window.
Let us discuss the BSP settings and see how they affect the data available in the Bank Statement
Details form.
We will work with the Bank Statement Details form in the working process topic.
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After activating the Bank Statement Process you need to configure the following settings in SAP
Business One:
Banks.
House bank accounts.
Internal bank operation codes.
External bank operation codes, and,
Matching criteria.
In the next slides we will follow the initialization steps.
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Let us start with the Banks setup.
You define the banks with which your company works in the Banks – Setup window by choosing the
menu path: Administration Setup Banking Banks.
Activating the bank statement processing adds four columns to this window: Posting Date Definition,
Due Date Definition, Document Date Definition, and Bank Operation Code List.
In this training we focus on the columns that are unique to the BSP option. Refer to the Online Help
for details on the other columns in the Banks – Setup window.
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In the three columns that refer to date definition, you specify the method according to which the dates
of bank statement transactions is determined.
In the image you can see the three columns in the Banks – Setup window and how they appear in the
Bank Statement Details window. The system will use these dates for matching and posting the bank
statement transactions.
For each date field you have four options to choose from as following:
• Statement Date – the relevant date (that is posting date, due date, or document date) of all the
transactions created for a bank statement is the respective date of that bank statement.
• Row Date – The relevant date of each transaction is the date assigned to the respective row in the
bank statement.
• Due Date – The relevant date of all the transactions created for the bank statement is the due date
assigned to that bank statement.
• Current Date – The relevant date of the bank statement transactions is the current date.
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In the Bank Operation Code List column, you specify the relevant list as defined in External Bank
Operation Code window. Code lists are usually provided by the national bank and vary from country
to country.
We will discuss the Bank Operation Code Lists later on in this course.
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In the House Bank Accounts - Setup window, you define an internal representation of the company's
bank account including all control information required for processing payments. In this window you
can define more than one branch or account for the bank in SAP Business One.
Choose the menu path: Administration

Setup

Banking

House Bank Accounts.

The following columns appear only when activating the bank statement processing option: Journal
Entry Series, Incoming Payment Series, Outgoing Payment Series, Imported Bank Statement , and
Import File Name.
Note that the columns regarding series appear only if the option Permit More than One Document
Type per Series is selected in the menu path: Administration System Initialization
Company
Details Basic Initialization tab.
If you want to use a separate numbering series, for journal entries, incoming and outgoing payments
that are created through bank statement processing, you must select the series in these columns:
Journal Entry Series, Incoming Payment Series, and Outgoing Payment Series
If these fields remain empty, the default numbering series, are used.
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Two more fields that are specific to BSP are Imported Bank Statement and Import File Name.
When the Imported Bank Statement box is selected, it indicates that the bank statement is imported
automatically. If this option is deselected, the bank statement is entered manually.
Note that for banks defined as automatically imported you can still enter bank statements manually.
You can also update imported bank statements.
If you selected the Imported Bank Statement option then you must also choose the file format in the
Import File Name column from the list of file formats.
The file format is used to import the bank statement data of this bank account.
In the example shown, for the Rabo house bank, we choose the first file format in the list.
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When browsing to the File Format – Setup window, you can see that it contains format types for the
payment file and the bank statement.
The file formats available to choose in the House Banks Accounts – Setup window are of bank
statements format type only.
To automatically import bank statements from a given bank, you must also upload a relevant bank
statement format for each file format by importing .bfp file, that is a bank format project file.
The system file formats have a .bfp file assigned for them.
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Note that there are system formats and user defined formats.
Valid file formats are available for most countries where bank statement processing is available.
These are the formats that the System Format box is checked for them.
SAP Business One partners can create .bfp files by using the Electronic File Manager add-on.
For details on the Electronic File Manager add-on, refer to the Online-Help and to the how to guide
document.
To assign a bfp. file to a file format, right-click the row and select Assign Format Project.
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In this demo I will show you how to activate the bank statement processing option.
Then, we will review the new windows and new fields in existing windows that are added to the
application.
We will also see how to define the banks with which the company works and how to set up more than
one branch or account for the bank in SAP Business One.
Follow the steps:
Activate Bank Statement Processing in the menu path: Administration System Initialization
Company Details Basic Initialization tab, and select Install Bank Statement Processing.
Show the new windows added.
Configure the following settings in SAP Business One (using the examples given in the previous
slides):
Banks.
House bank accounts.
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Typically, a bank statement received from a bank includes a large number of transactions of different
types, such as outgoing payments, bank transfers, and deposits.
Internal bank operation codes are used to determine the type of each transaction row in the bank
statement.
Each row in the bank statement must be identified by an internal code defined by the company.
Based on the internal code, SAP Business One creates the correct transaction for each bank statement
row when the bank statement is finalized.
In the example shown you can see that the Bank Transfer code in the first row is set up to create:
A payment from or to a business partner, and
An external reconciliation.
You define internal bank operation codes by choosing the menu path: Administration
Banking Bank Statement Processing Internal Bank Operation Codes.

Setup

Let us review the important columns to be defined in the Internal Bank Operation Codes window.
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For each internal bank operation code you want to define, enter relevant information in the
corresponding table row.
After you enter the code and the description of the internal bank operation code you set the posting
method.
For the Bank Transfer operation in the first row we choose the Business Partner from/to Bank
Account option.
This posting method will be used to create transactions after the internal code is identified.
Note that each method you choose affect the values presented in the Posting Transaction and the
Expected Result columns.
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Let us review the options available to choose from the dropdown menu in the Posting Method column:
G/L Account from/to Bank Account indicates that:
•

An incoming or outgoing payment from or to the G/L account is created. And,

•

An external reconciliation takes place between the bank statement row and the G/L account.

Business Partner from/to Bank Account (like in In the Bank Transfer example) indicates that:
•

An incoming or outgoing payment from or to the business partner is created.

•

Internal reconciliation takes place on the business partner side (if possible). And,

•

External reconciliation takes place between the bank statement row and the G/L account.

Bank Interim Account from/to Bank Account creates a journal entry that is internally reconciled on
the interim bank account side, and externally reconciled on the bank account side.
External Reconciliation indicates that only external reconciliation is performed on the bank account
side, but that no transaction is posted.
Ignore prevents any automatic action.
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Posting Transaction is used as one of the criteria to define which transaction should be posted when
identified by this internal code.
Country specific options in Belgium, Brazil, Chile, China, France, Italy, Japan, Korea, Portugal, and
Spain are: Incoming Bill of Exchange and, Outgoing Bill of Exchange.
These options are available only if the company uses bills of exchange as a payment means (defined in
Administration System Initialization
Company Details Basic Initialization tab). They indicate
that the internal code refers to transactions resulting either from receiving or from issuing bills of
exchange.
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The system populates the Expected Results column based on the choices made in the Posting Method
and the Posting Transaction columns. If you change one of them, the information displayed here is
updated accordingly.
This information lets you verify that you defined the internal code correctly and in accordance with
your business needs.
In the example shown Bank Transfer appears three times in the Posting Transaction column, each
time with a different expected result. This is because of the different posting method defined for it:
In the first row we expect the system to create a payment from or to a business partner and to
externally reconcile it with the bank statement.
In the second row a payment from or to an account is expected to occur and to be externally
reconciled with the bank statement.
In the fifth row we assume the transaction (for example a payment) is already exists in the SAP
Business One and we expect the system to only reconcile it with the bank statement.
Make sure you define the internal codes according to the transactions received from the bank.
In the Fee Account column specify the account to which any fee amount charged for a transaction is
posted.
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The Operation Details button is enabled only for operation codes where the assigned Posting Method
is G/L Account from/to Bank Account. Choose this button to open the Operation Details window
where you can define if and how to split the transactions posted according to this operation code.
Note that the name of the window changes according to the selected internal bank operation code.
In the G/L Account column specify the G/L account to be used by default as an offsetting account to
the bank account when the bank statement transaction is posted.
You can specify additional accounts. If you do so, the posting proposal will appear with multiple rows,
one for each account. You can then divide the amounts between the lines. Or, you can pick one of the
accounts.
In the Distr. Rule column specify a distribution rule that will define the default allocation of the bank
statement transaction.
In the Project Code specify the code of the project to which to allocate by default the bank statement
transaction.
And in the VAT Code select the VAT code to be used in the bank statement transaction.
In these three columns, if a certain value is defined in the chart of accounts for the selected G/L
account, it is displayed by default.
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In the External Bank Operation Codes window, you align external bank operation codes with relevant
internal bank operation codes. This enables SAP Business One to identify the different types of
transactions that appear in the bank statement and to create the corresponding transactions.
A list of external bank operation codes may be provided by each bank, but usually the national bank
publishes one list of codes that is used by all other banks.
In the External Bank Operation Codes window, you can define more than one list of codes.
Specify the list(s) of external codes as provided by the national bank, or by each bank with which your
company works.
To define external bank operation codes choose the menu path: Administration
Bank Statement Processing External Bank Operation Codes.
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Banking

To add a new list of external codes choose the Add option from the Data menu.
In our example we are defining the list of codes provided by the national bank.
In the Operation Code Category field specify a name for the list of external codes.
In the External Code enter the external bank code as it appears in the bank’s list.
In the Operation Description describe the transaction type that is identified by this code.
In the Internal Code field you choose the relevant internal code as defined in Internal Bank Operation
Codes window. This allows SAP Business One to identify the different types of transactions that
appear in the bank statement, and create the respective transactions. You can relate the same internal
code to more than one external code if necessary.
In the example shown, 051 external code in the first row is supposed to initiate the internal code Bank
Transfer.
Note that the list of external codes used for the bank account in the Bank Statement Details window, is
defined in the bank definition in the menu path: Administration Setup Banking Banks.
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In this demo I will show you how to define internal bank operation codes that are used to determine
the type of each transaction row in the bank statement.
Then, I will show you how to align external bank operation codes with the relevant internal bank
operation codes.
Configure the internal and external bank operation codes using the examples given in the previous
slides.
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Matching criteria are rules that enable automatic reconciliations in SAP Business One, as part of bank
statement processing.
You define the matching criteria in the menu path: Administration
Statement Processing.

Setup

Banking

Bank

These matching criteria are based on the posting methods specified in the Posting Method column of
the Internal Bank Operation Codes window or in the bank statement row of the Bank Statement
Details window.
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Let us see the dependencies between the matching criteria and the posting methods:
The system uses the Documents matching criteria when the posting method specified is Business
Partner from/to Bank Account for reconciling:
Sales – that is A/R documents, such as A/R invoices issued to customers and the respective
incoming payments. And,
Purchasing – that is A/P documents, such as A/P invoices received from vendors and the respective
outgoing payments.
The BP Journal Entries matching criteria is also used when the posting method specified is Business
Partner from/to Bank Account. The system uses this matching criteria for reconciling manual journal
entries posted to business partners. Since journal entries have different matching parameters from the
matching parameters of sales and purchasing documents, there is a separate set of matching criteria for
journal entries.
The Interim Account matching criteria will be used for automatic internal reconciliation of the G/L
bank interim account (defined in the menu path: Administration Setup Banking House Bank
Accounts – Setup in the G/L Interim Account column). These matching criteria are used when the
selected posting method is Bank Interim Account from/to Bank Account.
The External Reconciliation matching criteria will be used for performing automatic external
reconciliation, when the specified posting method is External Reconciliation.
G/L Account from/to Bank Account posting method does not use any matching criteria. It takes the
defined accounts by default and the user can optionally change them. These accounts offset the bank
account when the bank statement transaction is posted.
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Matching criteria consist of three successive rounds.
During automatic reconciliation, SAP Business One first attempts to match transactions according to
the rules defined in round 1; then if no transactions were found in round 1, it attempts to match
transaction according to rules defined in round 2; and finally if there were no transactions found in
round 1 and 2, then the system attempts to match transactions according to the rules defined in round
3.
Once matching transactions have been found by a round, the system does not continue to find further
matches in the subsequent rounds.
Although it is possible to define three rounds for the matching criteria, you can specify only one or two
if required.
Note that since there is a dependency between the three rounds (round 2 is applied only after round 1
has been applied, and round 3 is applied only after rounds 1 and 2), only the following combinations of
rounds are available:
Round 1 + round 2 + round 3
Round 1 + round 2
Round 1
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You can set a combination of up to three rules for each round. Each rule can consider one parameter.
Note that each parameter can be used for only one rule in a specific round. Once you assign a
parameter to a rule, it is removed, for the same round, from the dropdown lists of the other rules.
So in the presented example, after choosing the Customer/ Vendor Name parameter in the first rule, it
will not be available to choose in the dropdown menu of the second rule.
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It is recommended to narrow the earlier rounds as much as possible and broaden the selection in
subsequent rounds.
If no matches were found in the first round, the system will check the rules in round 2 where the
chances of finding a reconciliation match are bigger as there are less rules.
In the event that no matches were found in round 2 then the more relaxed round 3 might trace a match.
In the presented example, if no BP reference number was recorded for a certain line in the bank
statement, the system might match this transaction in the second round where BP reference number is
no longer a criterion.
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Let us look at the Matching Criteria - Documents – Setup window.
We use this window to specify matching criteria for reconciling sales and purchasing documents with
their respective payments.
In the shown example we define the rules for round 1. The same is relevant for round 2 and 3.
We will discuss some of the parameters available when defining a rule for the documents matching
criteria. Refer to the Online-Help for details on the rest of the parameters.
Selecting the Posting Date parameter lets you reconcile documents whose assigned posting dates are a
consideration.
In the Variation in Days field you can specify the number of days to consider as a legitimate
difference, below which reconciliation takes place.
For example, the variation in days is defined as 3. The posting date of a specific invoice is February
1st, and there is a payment for the exact amount with the posting date of February 6th. The difference
is five days. In this case reconciliation does not take place.
The same goes for the Due Date parameter.
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Selecting the Balance Amount parameter lets you reconcile documents according to their totals.
In the Matching Difference field specify the amount (in local currency) that SAP Business One
should tolerate as a legitimate difference between the documents total amount.
The smaller the amount defined in this field, the higher the level of accuracy of the reconciliation.
Note that if the difference between the documents total amount is within the allowed payment
difference, it will go to the underpayment/overpayment account and the invoice will be closed. You
define the allowed difference in the Currencies - Setup window and the underpayment/overpayment
account in the G/L Account Determination window.
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Selecting the BP Reference No. parameter will allow the system to reconcile documents while
comparing the value in Customer Ref. No. or Vendor Ref. No. in sales and purchasing documents, with
the respective reference field in payment documents.
In the Relate to…First Characters field specify a number to define a corresponding level of
accuracy of this parameter. SAP Business One checks the defined number of characters, starting
from the left.
Note that if you leave this field empty, SAP Business One looks for a complete match of BP
reference numbers.
For example, the Customer Ref. No. in A/R Invoice No. 100 is IN123456. The value set in Relate
to…First Characters is 3. SAP Business One looks for incoming payments whose reference number
starts with the characters IN1. In this case, there may be many that comply with this criteria. If the
value set in Relate to…First Characters is 5, SAP Business One looks for all incoming payments
whose reference number starts in IN123. The number of incoming payments starting in IN123 is
much smaller than those starting in IN1, raising the accuracy of this criteria.
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Select the Customer/Vendor Name parameter to reconcile documents while comparing the value set in
the Name field in sales or purchasing documents with the value set in the bank statement line.
In the Relate to…First Characters field specify a number to define a corresponding level of
accuracy of this parameter. SAP Business One checks the defined number of characters, starting
from the left.
Note that leaving this field empty prompts SAP Business One to look for a complete match of
customer or vendor name.
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For OEC Computers we defined the rules for round 1.
During everyday work, in the bank statement row of the Bank Statement Details window, whenever
you use an internal bank operation code that contains the posting method Business Partner from/to
Bank Account, the system will use the documents matching criteria for reconciling A/R documents,
such as A/R invoices and the respective incoming payments. And, for A/P documents, such as A/P
invoices received from vendors and the respective outgoing payments.
According to the defined rules, the reconciliation will occur only when:
There is a complete match of customer or vendor name. And,
If the documents totals are equal or when the difference between them is no bigger than 2. And,
The value in the Customer Ref. No. or Vendor Ref. No. field in sales and purchasing documents, is
identical to the value in the respective reference field in payment documents with the accuracy of 4
characters, starting from the left.
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Use the Matching Criteria - External Reconciliation - Setup window to specify matching criteria for
performing external reconciliation.
Similarly to the documents matching criteria, for each round, you can set a combination of up to three
rules.
The parameters available when defining a rule for the reconciliation matching criteria are: Posting
Date, Due Date, Balance Amount and Ref. 1, Ref. 2, Ref. 3.
The behavior of these parameters is similar to the parameters available for the documents matching
criteria rules described in the previous slides.
The only difference is the Balance Amount parameter. This parameter lets you reconcile journal
entries using transaction amounts as a matching criterion (instead of the totals).
In the Matching Difference field you can specify the amount SAP Business One should consider as a
threshold for the reconciliation. Any difference lower than the specified value is valid and the
reconciliation will succeed, while a higher difference is not valid for reconciliation.
To limit this rule to identical amounts only, leave the Matching Difference field empty.
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In this demo we will define matching criteria – that is rules which enable automatic reconciliations in
SAP Business One, as part of bank statement processing.
Configure the matching criteria using the examples given in the previous slides.
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You have completed the Bank Statement Processing setup topic. Thank you for your time.
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